Alert, response and availability system

Are you ready to help?
Visualization of readiness for action across locations
Automation via GPS-controlled Geofences
Advance planning of attendance and absence
Notification in case of staff shortage
Free for firefighters, relief organizations and the technical relief
organization with up to 50 members

Optimal alerting!
Targeted alerting using app and GSM pager with
Europe-wide, redundant network coverage
SMS and voice call as intelligent redundancies
Operationally-related feedback
Alerting is possible via many interfaces:
Mail, BosMon, POCSAG, REST
Alerting monitor with all important informations:
Keyword, report, map, alerted vehicles, FMS status
and availability of alerted persons

www.divera247.com

Readiness for action visualized in real time
With DIVERA 24/7, the availability of relief
forces is recorded in advance. With this
knowledge, it is possible at any time for
dispatchers and commanding officers to
plan operations on the basis of significant
numbers and to send impactful aid. Personal
passports can be seen before the alerting
sets place, response times and protective
targets can be satisfied.

Central overview of all locations, manning levels and operating resources
Continual analysis of the efficiency using
the review of manning level by individual
criteria
Intuitive traffic light system

A system with added value
The service of DIVERA 24/7 includes a great
deal more than simply the question of availability. The retrospective analysis helps to
detect and to eliminate personal passports.

Detect frequent passports and missing
key functions

Targeted information managment with the
help of the DIVERA 24/7 app increases
transparency. The direct possiblity of responding accelerates the exchange and assists managers with planning.

Notifications, surveys and appointments
improve the internal communication

Demand planning with real-life data

Diverse configuration possibilities to
adapt the system to the own demands

Testing DIVERA 24/7
Basic functions can be tested up to 50 persons for free:
www.divera247.com/registrierung
We‘d be glad to advise you in person so that
we can offer you a tailor-made solution.
Please contact us.

Fire & Rescue Instructions GmbH
Rembrandtstraße 23
42329 Wuppertal
+49 202 73 88 107
support@divera247.com
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